
The KALMAR CS



  

is a unique automotive company with a great 

Danish heritage bringing together decades 

of experience in the automotive and motorsport industries, paired with classic design and cutting-edge 

engineering to offer truly unique products to  very discerning customers. We dare to call ourselves 

modern coach builders.

The team behind KALMAR Automotive employs huge automotive and racing experience to ensure  

the all-important quality that is at the heart of all KALMAR Automotive products. 

”What is your vision of automotive perfection?”

Whether your idea of perfection is a timeless modern classic that will thrill you every day, or a unique 

off-road machine that will take you to the extremes of the earth in style and comfort, this is what 

KALMAR Automotive supplies. Perfection is a very personal thing - it is never the same as someone 

else’s vision of what is wholly right. Automotive perfection for some can be defined as your very own 

unique interpretation of a dream car, with some very personal and contemporary touches. 

For the lucky few, driving perfection does become reality through individual engineering and passionate 

persistence from the entire team – we know that s in order to pass, you can’t always follow in the 

footsteps of others. 

We build your dream car and our objective is your view on perfection. 

”Prepare to desire one”

KALMAR Automotive 



is a vehicle made for adventure and delivering off-road 

performance beyond your expectations. “CS” is short 

for Cayenne Special – because this is no ordinary Porsche Cayenne – a fact that will be obvious 

when you drive one.

As the global desire for adventure is increasing, we have created a vehicle to fulfill those desires  

– tailored for the challenges of epic overland driving. The KALMAR CS project started back in 2011 

when we built a special car for our own long distance adventure program.

Currently our KALMAR CS #0 holds the world record driving from the North Cape (the most northerly 

land point of Europe) to the Cape Agulhas (the most southerly land point of Africa) non-stop in less 

than 9 days! We have proven our vehicle in an environment where reliability and off-road performance 

were vital as Central Africa has no Porsche service centers! The ultimate test was in 2019 when the  

KALMAR CS #0 ran the Intercontinental Rally DAKAR from Spain to Dakar in Senegal, the CS not 

only finished well but also won stages overall! 

The KALMAR CS is successfully used by our ‘Beyond Adventure’ program offering driving adventures 

across the world and off the beaten track. On these adventures the customers have discovered the 

versatility, comfort, reliability and performance of these amazing cars. 

Keeping the comfort of the Porsche Cayenne but with added extreme off-road capabilities from the 

KALMAR Automotive team has amazed many who have experienced them – now you can join the few 

that can take their own car to its absolute limits.  

Despite an extreme specification upgrade the CS is still entirely useable as an everyday car, with all the 

comfort Porsche intended when they designed the Cayenne. All main drivetrain components are kept 

original, so they are easy to service wherever you live. 

If you choose to go beyond, then KALMAR Automotive is ready to fulfill that dream.

THE KALMAR CS



of the KALMAR CS is very close to original with slightly larger 

off-road tires and moderately lifted suspension. The cars 

though are much more durable mainly due to our own specially developed underbody protection. 

The main visual differences of the KALMAR CS comes from the roof-rack for spare tires and the  

underbody protection bars. Additional lighting adds visual appeal and makes off-road night driving a joy. 

We chose the 2nd generation Porsche Cayenne as it offers overall performance levels in this class 

of vehicle that are second to none. We have kept the ‘best in class’ on-road capabilities, and have 

simply taken the car’s off-road capabilities to entirely different levels! Based on almost 10 years of 

experience with the Cayenne, we know, better than most, what these cars are capable of. We offer a 

cost effective conversion of your own Cayenne or we can supply you a donor car that can be converted 

into a car ready to explore the world. 

The lift of up to 10 cm is a combination of bigger tires, spaced subframes, and lifted shock-absorbers. 

The end result is a super-cool looking car with off-road capabilities to deliver on every ounce of the 

visual promise - but still a dream to drive on the road.  

This is a car that, stands out from every other SUV on the road – and for all the right reasons! And if 

this is not enough then as always with KALMAR Automotive, we are ready to go further and beyond.

If ordinary grey or black is not enough, you can speak directly to our designer to create a unique livery 

which will make your KALMAR CS stand out even more.

THE EXTERIOR



 

marks the reintroduction of fully tailor-made cars, just as the 

renowned coach-builders from former times did.  

The donor car shall be selected with care as this makes a huge difference, especially inside. Some 

factory options, including top of the line sport-seats with ventilation which make a huge difference 

when driving long distances in boiling warm areas. 

This is of course only if you choose to keep the interior largely standard as tastefully designed by Porsche. 

But if you are looking for something bespoke, we are fully equipped to deliver, from advice, visualization,  

design and build – your car will be 100% as you want it.

The options are limitless – from full luxury with high class leather in your own unique design all the way  

through to a stripped back race car look where we will be able to shave over 150 KG from the passenger 

compartment alone. Weight plays a major role in making the car more capable in any off-road environment. 

Our team includes all of the specialist engineers and craftsmen you will need to create your dream car  

– and with over 10 years of experience in building overland Cayennes our advice is built on experience.

THE INTERIOR



must be good like always so a KALMAR CS needs a good donor car 

and if you don’t have one we can help you to find one. 

We believe in the well proven Porsche air-suspension as it gives you the right car in nearly all conditions. 

You can, from the driver’s seat, control the lift so you have a relatively low centre-of-gravity  

highway car when needed and a high lift when your view ahead is of sand dunes or rocky terrain.  

There are not many factory overland off-road upgrades available for the Cayenne so we have developed 

a range all of our own in-house at KALMAR Automotive. 

We prefer to use very low mileage donor cars with the right equipment, but if you want your own 

Cayenne converted we will happily convert a higher mileage car too. All cars are checked thoroughly 

before we start any conversion. 

Suspension is “our thing”, and we have invested a lot, in time, staff and resources to get exactly what 

we want. We have managed, via the air-suspension, to find a great set-up with a perfect mix of comfort 

and performance. We lift the car up to 10cm over the original height, giving a ground clearance of 

over 25cm. 

It was important throughout the entire development to keep the original car’s comfort and straight 

line performance but at the same time to make sure the car’s off-road capabilities were greatly  

improved.

We leave the highly developed and completely proven mechanical drivetrain fully original beside the ride 

height so you won’t face any added reliability issues, with all of our available options ‘field-tested’ in 

the most extreme way via our world record drives.

THE HEART



of design, development, and production goes hand in hand 

at KALMAR Automotive so there is never long from idea to  

reality on your KALMAR CS. We have developed a car to help you to write your own adventure stories. 

A team of in-house craftsmen and countless specialist suppliers are all ready to create your car.  

Each car is built by hand and the “rebirth” takes place in our workshop and at our own test tracks.

If you want to test a KALMAR CS before you make up your mind, we invite you to our workshop 

Basecamp where the cars can be thoroughly tested in off-road conditions – and if you want to take 

your test-drive further – much, MUCH further, then sign in for the Jan Kalmar Beyond Adventure 

programm (www.jankalmar.com). Words are not enough – this is a car you need to drive!

Car configuration at KALMAR Automotive is a conversation, not just an online tool. Building a  

KALMAR car is a truly bespoke process where we involve you in as many aspects as you wish. It all 

starts with hearing directly from you about your wishes and desires. Then we look at what is possible 

-and we have learned that just about anything is possible!

A build normally takes from 3-6 months depending on what specifications you aim for. But we are 

with you all the way with regular updates. We offer new customers a “reference check” too – before 

the start of this process, you can contact an existing KALMAR car owner so that they can tell you all 

about their own experiences with the definition and build processes.

After 100s of man hours your car is ready for the first tests, and you are invited to join us as the most

important test driver on our crew! The base set-up is a very good starting point, but every customer 

has the option to make individual adjustments, we tune every car to the wishes of its new owner. After 

you receive your car we hope you will join our sister company ”Beyond Adventure’s” programs around 

the world.

THE PROCESS

http://www.jankalmar.com


is the key to all we do at KALMAR 

Automotive. We build YOUR KALMAR 

CS and we are ready to be challenged by you to create your dream car.

The entire team is ready to think out of the box together with you. The Porsche Cayenne is such a good 

starting point due it its unique combination of both on and off road capabi lities which means we only 

enhance all the details to reach perfection.

It is up to you how far you want to go with the conversion, no wishes will be ignored as we like the 

challenge and always want to deliver. This applies both for the build of your car and of course the 

adventures you choose when it is completed.

Here are some of the key optional extras we offer, but in reality the list is limitless:

THE INDIVIDUALIZATION

Safety:

Full roll cage  

Extra light systems

 Bodywork/weight reduction:

Lightweight windows 

Light weight seats

Removal of comfort equipment.

 Rear compartment:

 Additional storage systems

 Refrigerator

 Performance:

 Long range fuel tanks

 Snorkel intake system

 Winch



We use the 2nd generation Cayenne Diesel as a donor car to give 

long range, huge low-end torque and options for small rims and 

huge tires. This is a car that delivers plenty of performance on-road, but the ultimate top speed and 

0-100 km/h acceleration time are secondary to the ‘smiles per miles’ delivered by the KALMAR CS. 

If the ultimate measurement is ”adventure” then this is an area where the KALMAR CS aims to be off 

the scale. Whether crossing deserts, racing on the Atlantic beaches in Senegal, flying over big jumps 

in Russia or crossing the Simpson Desert in Australia all has been done without missing a beat. Our 

results speak for themselves, and even the Porsche Factory asked us to prepare their cars for the 

Porsche World Expedition.

The KALMAR CS has already been in action with the Beyond Adventure customer trips around the 

world and the KALMAR CS amazing all that drove them with their capabilities.

All in all the KALMAR CS makes every other ‘urban warrior’ SUV look “so last year”.

With the KALMAR CS, you will get a car that will deliver off road performance that will keep 

impressing you. This is a car that will keep adding chapters to the story book of your adventures.

THE FACTS

KALMAR CS
WEIGHT:  From 1990 kg

POWER:  From 245 HP

0-100 KM/H:  Not important

TOP SPEED:  Enough

FUN FACTOR:  More than you dare



My whole life has been focused around cars one way or  

the other. 

I feel so privileged to be able to work with my passion.  

A hands-on involvement at many levels of bringing 

plans and dreams to life. From manufacture prototype 

development through to drive event concepts, KALMAR 

Automotive is the next step on that journey – and the cars we 

produce are the destination.

The perfect car has never been built and it will never be. 

One person’s view of perfection is seldom, if ever, someone 

else’s!  We are in the business of creating your perfection.

At KALMAR Automotive, we aim to build specialised cars 

that can be adapted to various purposes but what is the 

most important, you get exactly what you always desired. 

Our cars are not built to beat lap records or to set top speed 

records either, but they are off the scale when it comes to 

emotion and tailor-made perfection created just for you! 

Ferry Porsche once said “I could not find the car I always 

dreamed of so I decided to build it myself”. We feel the 

same way, but KALMAR Automotive takes that a step 

further for our customers as we create YOUR dream car 

in a perfect combination of engineering and passion. We take 

donor cars and tailor them to fit perfectly for you, just like the 

coachbuilders of the past individualised cars for their owners.

With KALMAR Automotive we build YOUR car to YOUR 

wishes. It is not a simple ownership – it is the fulfilment of a 

life-long relationship. We initiate a history between you and 

the car. Each car simply keeps adding to the story.

  Enjoy the ride!

THE MAN BEHIND









Kalmar Automotive OÜ

Audru ringrada Audru vald | 88137  Pärnu | Estonia

Phone: +45 31 12 11 01  

E-mail: inquiries@kalmarautomotive.com

www.kalmarautomotive.com

CONTACT:

Do you want the car of your dream  
- then contact us and lets start the journey.  

OUR DNA
Being Danish means being a Viking, where giving up is not an option. 
The center of our crest is the traditional Viking sign representing 
innovation and technology. This sums up what we do. Classic designs 
blended with modern technology and always open for new solutions

BEYOND ADVENTURE
We are ready to go beyond, and have the motto, 
“we start where the others stop”. This can be seen 
and felt in the cars as we always goes far beyond 
of what is expected. Life is an adventure

CHEQUERED FLAG
Our heritage proudly comes from the racetrack and 
this competition aspect is found in all we do. Our 
performance must be felt both on and o� the track 
as well as in the unique quality we deliver

DANNEBROG
Symbolizing Danish spirit, where self-thinking and 
teamwork are paramount. Cars concepted with timeless 
Danish design with great quality. Built in Estonia where 
the Danish flag fell from the sky 800 years ago

BUILD ON TRACK
Our racing ties are clear therefor we have chosen to 
create the KALMAR cars on a modern racetrack. 
Result is e�cient development due to unlimited test-
ing and option for customers to test their cars too

The KALMAR Automotive crest symbolizes the heritage and philosophy behind all 
we do and where we originates from.

The KALMAR Automotive crest symbolizes the heritage and 
philosophy behind all we do and where we originates from. 


